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About the Company - Archean Chemical Industries Ltd (“ACI”) was incorporated on November 20, 2003. Archean is a

leading specialty marine chemical manufacturer in India and focused on producing and exporting Bromine, Industrial salt,

and Sulphate of Potash to customers around the world. Archean is the largest exporter of Bromine and industrial salt by

volume in India in FY21 and has amongst the lowest cost of production globally in both Bromine and industrial salt. The

company produces its products from its brine reserves in the Rann of Kutch, located on the coast of Gujarat, and

manufactures products at its facility near Hajipir in Gujarat. Archean has about 55 clients out of which 27 are global and 28

are domestic(as of FY23).

Investment Rationale

A. Strategic acquisition of Oren Hydrocarbons Private Limited: Archean acquired Oren Hydrocarbons Private Limited during the

quarter. Archean will be able to offer other specialized products for oil drilling beyond those CBR bromine derivatives. It will be

able to expand its portfolio of products. ACI expects Oren’s presence in Oil & Drilling fluids which will synergize with Archean CBR

–bromine derivative business. Oren also manufactures several other oil drilling products which will help ACIL to expand its product

portfolio offering to oil drilling companies. The business will be capital light with Archean spending 20-30 Cr to revamp existing

facilities.

B. Strong IS Volumes and SOP Business regaining traction: The company sold more IS than its production consuming its

inventory, and expects to continue +4 Mn run-rate in Industrial Salt. ACIL gained new clients in the current quarter for SOP and

achieved decent business during the quarter. In order to increase the diversity of product profiles, the company continues to

carryout several trials both in domestic and overseas clients.

C. Revenue Generation in Bromine Derivatives to commence from FY25 onwards: The company has started doing trials and

sampling with the customers for Phase 1 products. ACIL aims to generate Rs 200-300 Cr of revenue on a conservative basis from

the plant (Phase 1 i.e. CBR and PTA Synthesis) in FY25 at a target of 50-70% capacity utilisatiion. It expects to achieve 35-40%

margin at 70% capacity utilisatiion.

D. Outlook & Valuation: The company remains conservatively optimistic about Bromine & its derivatives' near-term future with

increasing global volatility and slower-than-expected recovery in the Chinese economy and real estate market. However, with its

smaller size and large addressable market, ACIL remains confident of achieving 60-70% utilisatiion from the new derivative plants

and continued strong uptake from the IS segment and recovery in the SOP segment. The stock currently trades at 8x Sep’26E.

E. Recommendation: We recommend a BUY on the stock for a target price of Rs 693/ implying an upside of 12% from CMP.
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2023 1,441 634 383 31.1 20 45.2% 41.4% 11.8

2024E 1,411 502 355 28.8 21 21.9% 26.6% 15.2

2025E 2,070 845 624 50.7 12 29.5% 36.3% 9.0

2026E 2,821 1,200 927 75.3 8 32.0% 39.5% 6.3

Financial Summary (Consolidated)
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